Gyms, yoga studios, pilates, cross-fit, boxing (you name it!)—are all obsessed with BELLA+CANVAS. Our lightweight and breathable fabrics will take you from the studio to the street. Check out this curated selection of on-trend silhouettes that are workout-ready.

SHOP ATHLEISURE
Consumers want a selection of stylish, cross-functional athleisure styles that fit their multidimensional lifestyles: work, home, the gym and on the go.
Trends you can’t ignore? Matching sweatsuits, cozy textures like our Sueded Fleece and crop tops. Pair these blanks with neo-futuristic styling details or go old school and embrace a retro color palette of feel-good mid-tones like cool blues and earthy neutrals.
TOP BELLA+CANVAS PICKS

- **6682** Women's Raceback Cropped Tank In Heather Mustard
- **7503** Women's Cropped Crew Fleece In Brick
- **0814** Women's High Waist Biker Short In Lilac
- **0970** Women's Nylon Spandex Sports Bra In Black
- **0813** Women's High-Waist Fitness Leggings In Black
- **8483** Women's Festival Cropped Tank In Storm Triblend
Athleisure is more than just a fad, it’s a style that is here to stay. Athleisure means so much more than gym attire—it captures the entire studio to street movement where on-trend comfort threads have become mainstream fashion.